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Secure Communication with an 
Untrusted Infrastructure 
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What do we need for a secure 
communication channel?   

!  Authentication (Who am I talking to?) 

!  Confidentiality (Is my data hidden?) 

!  Integrity (Has my data been modified?) 

!  Availability (Can I reach the destination?)   

Example:  Eavesdropping - Message 
Interception (Attack on Confidentiality) 
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Example:  Eavesdropping - Message 
Interception (Attack on Confidentiality) 

� Unauthorized access to information 
� Packet sniffers and wiretappers 
� Illicit copying of files and programs 
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Eavesdropper 
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Eavesdropping Attack: Example 

!  tcpdump with promiscuous network 
interface 

– On a switched network, what can you see? 

!  What might the following traffic types reveal 
about communications? 

– Full IP packets with unencrypted data 
– Full IP packets with encrypted payloads 
– Just DNS lookups (and replies) 
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Authenticity Attack - Fabrication 
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Authenticity Attack - Fabrication 

� Unauthorized assumption of other’s identity 
� Generate and distribute objects under this 

identity 
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Masquerader: from A 
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Integrity Attack - Tampering 

!  Stop the flow of the message 
!  Delay and optionally modify the message 
!  Release the message again 

Alice Bob 

Perpetrator 
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Attack on Availability 

!  Destroy hardware (cutting fiber) or software 
!  Modify software in a subtle way  
!  Corrupt packets in transit 

!  Blatant denial of service (DoS): 
"  Crashing the server 
"  Overwhelm the server (use up its resource) 

Alice Bob 
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Example:  Web access 

!  Alice wants to connect to her bank to 
transfer some money... 

!  Alice wants to know ... 
"  that she’s really connected to her bank. 
"  That nobody can observe her financial data 
"  That nobody can modify her request 
"  That nobody can steal her money! 

!  The bank wants to know ... 
"  That Alice is really Alice (or is authorized to act for 

Alice) 
"  The same privacy things that Alice wants so they 

don’t get sued or fined by the government. 
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Authentication 

Confidentiality 

(A mix) 
Integrity 

Today's Lecture 

!  Internet security weaknesses 

!  Crypto 101 

!  Key distribution 
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Cryptography As a Tool 

!  Using cryptography securely is not simple 
!  Designing cryptographic schemes correctly 

is near impossible.   

 Today we want to give you an idea of what 
can be done with cryptography. 

 Take a security course if you think you may 
use it in the future (e.g. 18-487) 
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Authenticity Attack - Fabrication 

� Unauthorized assumption of other’s identity 
� Generate and distribute objects under this 

identity 

A B 

Masquerader: from A 
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Integrity Attack - Tampering 

!  Stop the flow of the message 
!  Delay and optionally modify the message 
!  Release the message again 

Alice Bob 

Perpetrator 
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Attack on Availability 

!  Destroy hardware (cutting fiber) or software 
!  Modify software in a subtle way  
!  Corrupt packets in transit 

!  Blatant denial of service (DoS): 
"  Crashing the server 
"  Overwhelm the server (use up its resource) 

Alice Bob 
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Example:  Web access 

!  Alice wants to connect to her bank to 
transfer some money... 

!  Alice wants to know ... 
"  that she’s really connected to her bank. 
"  That nobody can observe her financial data 
"  That nobody can modify her request 
"  That nobody can steal her money! 

!  The bank wants to know ... 
"  That Alice is really Alice (or is authorized to act for 

Alice) 
"  The same privacy things that Alice wants so they 

don’t get sued or fined by the government. 
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Today's Lecture 

!  Internet security weaknesses 

!  Crypto 101 

!  Key distribution 
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Cryptography As a Tool 

!  Using cryptography securely is not simple 
!  Designing cryptographic schemes correctly 

is near impossible.   

 Today we want to give you an idea of what 
can be done with cryptography. 

 Take a security course if you think you may 
use it in the future (e.g. 18-487) 
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Well... 

!  What tools do we have at hand? 

!  Hashing  
"  e.g., SHA-1 

!  Secret-key cryptography, aka symmetric 
key. 
"  e.g., AES 

!  Public-key cryptography 
"  e.g., RSA 
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Secret Key Cryptography 

!  Given a key k and a message m 
– Two functions:  Encryption (E), decryption (D) 
– ciphertext c = E(k, m) 
– plaintext m = D(k, c) 
– Both use the same key k. 
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Bob.com Alice 

Hello,Bob “secure” channel 

knows K knows K 

But... how does that help with authentication?  
They both have to know a pre-shared key K 
before they start! 

Symmetric Key: Confidentiality 

Motivating Example:  
 You and a friend share a key K of L random 
bits, and a message M also L bits long. 

 
Scheme:  
 You send her the xor(M,K) and then they 
“decrypt” using xor(M,K) again.   

1)  Do you get the right message to your friend?   

2)  Can an adversary recover the message M?   

Symmetric Key: Confidentiality 

!  One-time Pad (OTP) is secure but usually 
impractical 
"  Key is as long at the message 
"  Keys cannot be reused (why?) 

Stream 
Ciphers: 
Ex: RC4, A5 

 

Block Ciphers: 
Ex: DES, AES, 
Blowfish 

 

In practice, two types of ciphers are 
used that require only constant key 
length:  

Symmetric Key: Confidentiality 
!  Stream Ciphers (ex: RC4) 

PRNG Pseudo-Random stream of L bits 

Message of Length L bits 
XOR 

= 
Encrypted Ciphertext 

K A-B 

Bob uses KA-B as PRNG seed, and XORs encrypted 
text to get the message back (just like OTP).   

Alice:  

Symmetric Key: Confidentiality 

Block 4 Block 3 Block 2 Block 1 

Round #1 Round #2 Round #n 

Block 1 

"  Block Ciphers (ex: AES) 

K A-B 

Alice: 

Bob breaks the ciphertext into blocks, feeds it 
through decryption engine using KA-B to recover 
the message. 

Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 

(fixed block size, 
e.g. 128 bits) 
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Key Distribution Center (KDC) 
!  Alice, Bob need shared symmetric key. 
!  KDC: server shares different secret key with 

each registered user (many users) 
!  Alice, Bob know own symmetric keys, KA-KDC 

KB-KDC , for communicating with KDC.  

KB-KDC 

KX-KDC 

KY-KDC 

KZ-KDC 

KP-KDC 

KB-KDC 

KA-KDC 

KA-KDC 

KP-KDC 

KDC 

Key Distribution Center (KDC) 

Alice 
knows 

R1 

Bob knows to 
use  R1 to 

communicate 
with Alice 

Alice and Bob communicate: using R1 as  
session key for shared symmetric encryption  

Q:   How does KDC allow Bob, Alice to determine 
shared symmetric secret key to communicate with 
each other?  

KDC 
generates  

R1 

KB-KDC(A,R1)  

KA-KDC(A,B) 

KA-KDC(R1, KB-KDC(A,R1) ) 

How Useful is a KDC? 

!  Must always be online to support secure 
communication 

!  KDC can expose our session keys to others! 
!  Centralized trust and point of failure. 

 In practice, the KDC model is mostly used 
within single organizations (e.g. Kerberos) 
but not more widely.   

The Dreaded PKI 

!  Definition: 
  Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 

1)  A system in which “roots of trust” 
authoritatively bind public keys to real-
world identities 

2)  A significant stumbling block in deploying  
many “next generation” secure Internet 
protocol or applications.     

Certification Authorities 

!  Certification authority (CA): binds public 
key to particular entity, E. 

!  An entity E registers its public key with CA. 
"  E provides “proof of identity” to CA.  
"  CA creates certificate binding E to its public key. 
"  Certificate contains E’s public key AND the CA’s 

signature of E’s public key.   

Bob’s  
public 

key  

Bob’s  
identifying 

information  

CA  
private 

key  

certificate = Bob’s 
public key and  

signature by CA 

KB  

K-1 CA  

KB  

CA generates 
S = Sign(KB) 

Certification Authorities 
!  When Alice wants Bob’s public key: 
"  Gets Bob’s certificate (Bob or elsewhere). 
"  Use CA’s public key to verify the signature 

within Bob’s certificate, then accepts public 
key 

 
Verify(S, KB) 

 

CA  
public 

key  KCA  

KB  If signature 
is valid, use 
KB 
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